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Cover photo:   
 
The Together in Harmony event was held at Mullum Mullum Indigenous Gathering Place. This was 
taken after the Indigenous Smoking Ceremony and the Thanaka face painting demonstration. 
Participants include newly arrived refugees from countries such as Myanmar and Iraq with members of 
the Indigenous community.  

Photograph by Heather Cosgriff. 
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President’s Report 

 

I acknowledge we are gathered today on the land of 

the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin Nation and 

acknowledge their elders past and present. 

Communities’ Council on Ethnic Issues (Eastern 

Region) Inc. (CCOEI) continues to deliver a high level 

of outcomes for Culturally and Linguistically Diverse 

(CALD) members of the community.  

As an entirely volunteer based organisation there are 

of course limitations to what we are able to achieve on 

our own. That is why we place a great deal of value on 

community and other relationships that make us stronger together. Through the activities of 

the Migrant Settlement Committee (MSC), barriers and gaps in services are highlighted in a 

collaborative way and referred to the appropriate organisation or peak body.  Relationships 

are often mutually beneficial, a major example of this was the Matter of Trust project (in 

relation to the financial abuse of elders in CALD communities) and the relationship with 

Eastern Community Legal Centre, the Sheriff’s Office, DHS Centrelink and Victoria Police 

that allowed this project to grow and expand, now into its 4th year.  There are also a range of 

organisations who partner with us to deliver activities. Indeed, participation on various 

working groups by these organisations assists vulnerable members of the community – 

those generally without a voice.  A current example is the Eastern NDIS CALD Network. It is 

well documented that CALD communities are under-represented as clients of health services 

and now also under-represented as recipients of the National Disability Insurance Scheme.  

This new Eastern NDIS CALD Network will work to address a range of barriers to their 

participation.  

Now for three very important acknowledgements:  

 Victorian State Government, Victorian Multicultural Commission for funding under the 

MASC program and the City of Whitehorse for funding under the Community Grants 

Program.  Their financial support is essential to our activities. 

 All MSC members and their organisations for their participation. (Please see a list of 

these organisations in the MSC Report – pages 20-21). Your valuable contributions 

in enhancing social cohesion and harmony among various ethnic groups and 

communities are gratefully acknowledged. 

 CCOEI Committee of Management for providing essential support in keeping the 

wheels turning.  

May I wish all of you every success as you continue to contribute to migrant and refugee 

settlement in the Eastern Region.   

Thank you all!  

Sui Ting Tse 

President 

Mr Sui Ting Tse – CCOEI President 
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Inaugural  

CCOEI Excellence Award 

For some time the CCOEI Committee of Management has been looking at ways to 

acknowledge excellence within the ranks of high performing members of the Migrant 

Settlement Committee (MSC). At the July CCOEI management meeting it was decided to 

unveil a new way of acknowledging excellence in services to migrant and refugee settlement 

in the Eastern Region.   

This award will be known as the CCOEI Excellence Award and will be presented each year 

at the time of the CCOEI Annual General Meeting.  

Looking through the years it is obvious that many MSC members fall into the category of 

providing excellence in migrant and refugee settlement in the Eastern Region.  However, 

considering the criteria of consistency and having a deep commitment to migrant and 

refugee settlement the committee were unanimous in their decision. 

Today, two special people, members of the MSC will receive the very first awards.  Their 

deep commitment to assisting the MSC achieve objectives towards successful settlement in 

the Eastern Region is legendary. These two special people have been members for over 10 

years each. They have both demonstrated exceptional commitment, using their expertise, 

regularly contributing on working groups and providing excellence. 

CCOEI management is proud to announce the very first winners, two well-known and highly 

respected members of the MSC: Gitta Clayton and Jasmina Mulugeta.   

 

Jasmina Mulugeta.   

 

Manager South East, The Victorian Foundation for Survivors 

of Torture Inc. 

Jasmina came to Australia on a skilled migration visa in early 90’s 

after catching the last plane from former Yugoslavia – the country’s 

borders closed soon after, due to the war in the region.  From two 

people in the family, they became four a few years later - now 

proudly a multicultural family from three different continents.  

Jasmina has been working with refugees and asylum seekers for 

over 20 years and is very committed to this work and human rights 

in general. She has been involved in working with individuals, 

families and groups and has been very active in strengthening 

partnerships and relationships with refugee services and schools. She says that working in 

partnership with agencies, having the same goals of improving humanity and human rights 

for refugees and asylum seekers, is deeply rewarding. 

Jasmina has contributed at a high level on a range of MSC working groups and been a 

speaker/presenter at a number of forums resulting in positive outcomes. She is proud to 

have been involved with the working group that successfully lobbied for the establishment of 
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the Refugee Health Clinic in the East. Just a few of the most recent MSC forums she has 

contributed to include: The Refugee Celebration 2014, The Refugee Welcome Celebration 

2015, The CCOEI Refugee Health Forum in 2016, The Youth Forum in 2015 and 2017, The 

Together in Harmony event in partnership with the MSC and Mullum Mullum Indigenous 

Gathering Place earlier this year which was short listed for a HART Award. 

Jasmina emphasises that all this work would not be possible in isolation and is the result of 

connections with amazing, committed people in the field.  

The CCOEI Committee of Management congratulates Jasmina on her nomination for this 

well-deserved award. 

 

Gitta Clayton.  

Director, The Hope Project.  

Community Engagement Coordinator, Croydon Hills Baptist Church.   
Coordinator, Maroondah Winter Shelter 

 

Gitta has been employed within the migrant and refugee field for 

almost 20 years. As the daughter of migrant parents from East 

Germany, she has experienced what life can be like growing up 

with parents from overseas who could not speak English and had 

to learn the Australian way of life. 

Gitta was employed with AMES Australia for 18 years managing 

the Volunteer Tutor Program in North East Melbourne. She had 

the pleasure of meeting over 1800 dedicated volunteers in that 

time and the privilege of meeting many newly arrived migrants 

and refugees.   

Gitta is a Director of The Hope Project, a charity supporting Karen refugees on the 

Thai/Burma border and she has made several trips to the area where she has met the 

families of many of the Karen who have settled in Australia. 

As the Community Engagement Coordinator at Croydon Hills Baptist Church the diverse role 

includes providing support and advocacy to the local Karen community, supporting the 

playgroups, Men’s Shed and more recently, coordinating the Maroondah Winter Shelter. 

Gitta has been the mainstay of many working groups ensuring migrants and refugee 

participation and successful settlement in Australia. She has inspired community workers 

and services alike and helped to raise awareness of gaps and barriers. Gitta contributed to 

The Refugee Celebration 2014, The Refugee Welcome Celebration 2015, The CCOEI 

Refugee Health Forum in 2016, The Youth Forum in 2015 and 2017, The Together in 

Harmony event in March 2018 which was short listed for a HART Award.  Gitta is well 

respected for her decisive and inspiring contributions of excellence to migrant and refugee 

services in the Eastern Region. The CCOEI Committee of Management congratulates Gitta 

on her nomination for this well-deserved award. 
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Migrant Settlement Committee (MSC) 

Report 2017-2018 

 

MSC meetings are attended by a range of service providers, representatives of government 

and non-government agencies, ethno-specific organisations and community volunteers. 

Meetings are held on the first Friday of the month except July and January.  Membership is 

open and all are made welcome.   

Annual planning concentrates efforts on a range of communities and topics. This financial 

year the MSC has focused on communities from Africa, China, Myanmar, Iraq and Iran. 

MSC meeting topics are planned well in advance and speakers, all subject matter experts, 

are invited to address specific meetings.  

Steering committees and working groups are formed to undertake projects and organise 

activities and events that aim to educate and raise awareness of gaps and barriers to 

participation for CALD communities. The promotion of harmony and social inclusion is the 

core purpose of the CCOEI and therefore the MSC. This financial year topics included: 

Female Genital Cutting and Forced Marriage; Prevention of Family Violence; Youth 

Education, Career Pathways and Employment and a celebration of diversity with Mullum 

Mullum Indigenous Gathering Place. 

We depend on valuable connections with a range of organisations to partner with us to 

deliver activities. We continue to see the involvement of key agencies working together to 

highlight gaps in services and to find solutions for members of the CALD community.  Their 

participation is collaborative and leads to positive outcomes.  All four forums delivered this 

year were substantial in engagement and scope, involving many leading services in the 

EMR and state wide. We thank them all for their commitment and their generous 

contribution. We acknowledge Swinburne University’s significant contribution for providing its 

Croydon Campus venue where the My Choice - My Life forum was held. 

The City of Whitehorse and the VMC have once again supported CCOEI’s operational costs 

and CCOEI is appreciative of their support. We also acknowledge the support for the Youth 

Forum from Knox City Council as well as the support for the Mullum Mullum diversity event 

from Maroondah City Council.  

Thank you for a great effort and a successful year! 

 

Sam Navarria & Cynthia Shaw 

Joint Chairpersons, Migrant Settlement Committee 
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Forum Reports 2017-2018 

    

1. “Awareness First” – Female Genital Cutting and Forced Marriage  

The 1st of the five events, this forum 

was held on 11 August 2017 in 

partnership with the Women’s 

Friendship Group.  The CALD Health 

forum sought to raise awareness 

regarding certain practices performed 

in the name of culture or tradition that 

often violate the human rights of 

individuals. This event was fully booked 

with 110 participants and over 30 

volunteers.  

We thank Helen Jurcevic OAM of the 

Women’s Friendship Group, as well as 

speakers, presenters and volunteers on 

the day.   

 Emma Chege, CCOEI 

Treasurer undertook the role of 

MC. 

 Dr Regina Quiazon, Senior 

Research and Policy Advocate 

at the Multicultural Centre for Women’s Health facilitated the event. 

 Dr Lillian De Bortoli documented outcomes and wrote the report.  We recommend 

reading this report on our website accessed through this link: Awareness First Final 

Report. 

 

Female Genital Mutilation/Cutting - Speakers: 

 Teresia Mutisya.  Born in Kenya and having previously worked in the Family and 
Reproductive Rights program (FARREP) at Women’s Health West and presented 
extensively on the topic of FGM, Teresia provided excellent background information for 
the audience. 

 
 

 Nigisti Mulholland. Nigisti, a qualified nurse-midwife and social worker is a FARREP 
Coordinator at the Royal Women’s Hospital.  Nigisti began her career in Ethiopia and in 
1980 fled to Sudan as a refugee where she worked for Save the Children Fund UK 
providing midwifery services for two refugee camps.  

  

Awareness First Flyer 

https://www.ccoei.org.au/docs/Awareness_First_report.pdf
https://www.ccoei.org.au/docs/Awareness_First_report.pdf
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Continued: “Awareness First” – Female Genital Cutting   

 Medina Idriess. Previously in her homeland, Eritrea, and in a refugee camp in Kassala, 
Sudan, Medina was a teacher.  Medina is a FARREP worker for both the Multicultural 
Centre for Women’s Health and the Royal Women’s Hospital.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Mark Franklin. Detective Sergeant Mark Franklin of the Victoria Police, Supervisor 
within the Sexual Offences and Child Abuse Investigation Team (SOCIT) within the 
municipalities of Whitehorse, Manningham, Boroondara and Monash. 

 

  

Left: Medina Idriess and Helen 

Jurcevic OAM (background) 

Below: “Awareness First” Forum: Detective Sergeant Mark Franklin addressing 

the audience about Australian law as it applies to Female Genital Cutting 
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Continued: “Awareness First” – Forced Marriage  

 

Forced Marriage- Speakers: 

 

 Saba Irfan.  Born in Pakistan, Saba re-counted many stories about forced marriage. 
Stories of parents who thought they were acting in their child’s best interests however  
forcing them to be married using threat or coercion.  

 

 Sara Shinkfield. Project Lead for the Australian Red Cross (ARC) Forced Marriage 
Capacity Building Project, Free to Choose, Empowered to Respond. The project aims to 
investigate how affected communities view the issue of Forced Marriage and engage 
with them to create awareness, start dialogue, encourage harmony and strengthen 
locally identified solutions.  

 

 David MacGregor.  Federal Agent, Team Leader Australian Federal Police, Human 

Trafficking Team (HTT) in Melbourne. 

 

 

 

  

Photo above: Awareness First Forum - Steering Committee 

Below: Steering Committee members – “Awareness First” Forum 

Relating to Female Genital Cutting and Forced Marriage. 
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2. Gender Equity in a World without Family Violence.  

This forum was held on 19th September 2017, 
in partnership with the Migrant Information 
Centre, the Eastern Community Legal Centre 
and other key agencies.  We thank Judy 
McDougall (MIC), Sonia Vignjevic (ECLC) and 
Cynthia Shaw (CCOEI) for organising and 
planning the event. We also thank Dr Sue 
Rosenhain (Women’s Health East) for 
undertaking the role of MC. Special thanks to 
Fadak Alfayadh (Eastern Community Legal 
Centre); Randika Wijekoon and Khuang Mang 
(Migrant Information Centre), and to our guest 
speakers Odette Rodrigues and Kristy Yeats, 
Family Safety Victoria.   

All the presentations were excellent. Randika 
presented on gender equity concerns about 
young people playing games online and what 
they see. He said the portrayal of women in 
online games often reflects negative female 
gender roles and negative stereotypes.   

Feedback: this event was well received with 
excellent feedback.  Community organisations 
requested another forum in 2018 on the topic of respect to prevent gender based violence.  

 

 

 

  

Photo below: Khuang Mang, MIC 

Photo above: Fadak Alfayadh (ECLC) and guests 
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3. CCOEI 30th Birthday Celebration  

This Annual General Meeting and Birthday Celebration was held on 6th October 2017 at the 
City of Whitehorse Willis Room in Nunawading.  
 
CCOEI President Mr Sui Ting Tse welcomed special 
guests: 
   
Mr Neil Angus, State Member for Forest Hill; Mrs Inga 
Peulich MLC, Shadow Minister for Multicultural 
Affairs; Mr Robert Chong OAM, former President of 
the CCOEI. 
 
The Keynote Speaker, Mr Bahram Monshat of the 
Australian-Iranian Society of Victoria, addressed the 
audience raising awareness of the Iranian culture, 
challenges faced in settlement and their success 
stories.  This event sought to promote the ancient 
culture of this Iranian community whilst raising 
awareness of their needs.  
 
The event ended with a performance of Persian 
classical music by Mr Shahriar Shams.  
 
Two members of the CCOEI were honoured with Life 
Memberships: Marilyn Gurry and Glenis Crocker.  

 

 

 

  

Below: Lillian De Bortoli (left) Saba Irfan 
(centre) with Inga Peulich MLC 

Above: Mr. Bahram Monshat  
Australian-Iranian Society of Victoria 
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4. Youth Forum My Choice - My Life 

This event was held on the 26th October 
2017.  
An important partnership has developed 
over the years between CCOEI and 
Swinburne University of Technology, and 
this was the 2nd Youth Forum held at the 
Croydon Campus. Over 300 young people 
aged 16–30 attended and received 
information such as interview and job skills, 
career and further education pathways, 
financial support, and information on the 
law, safety and health.  
 
In addition there were fun activities such as 
trying AFL on the football oval, speaking 
with Trades students about their trade 
studies such as carpentry etc. and a visit 
from “Vicky the Truck” to increase 
understanding of the Victorian Values 
Statement “Victorian and proud of 
it” campaign.  Hazel Bock, a Foot Juggler 
from CircaNica captivated the audience with 
a range of very complicated juggling tricks.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

  

Hazel Bock 
Foot Juggler 

Workshops included:  
o Exploring and Discovering my Passion: Tips on how to be 

your own champion 
o Strategies to achieve success 
o Victoria Police: Recruitment  
o First Impressions: How to create a positive first impression 
o Trade Tours 
o Employment Law. Understanding the legal requirements 

before, after and during employment including what are 
employment awards, employment contracts, your rights 
during employment, dealing with discrimination in the 
workplace etc. 

o Sport – AFL Umpiring  
o Vicky the Truck  
o Branding yourself to gain employment 
o CV Writing 
o Youth Entrepreneurship 
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Continued: Youth Forum My Choice - My Life  

Steering Committee members included: Bwe Thay (Swinburne); Cynthia Shaw (CCOEI); 
Suresh Ramachandraiah (ECLC); Mohit Gupta (Swinburne); Randika Wijekoon (MIC); 
Dianne Godfrey (DHS); Rayce Coyte (NDCO); Jacqueline Loos (ATO); Rohan Morris and 
Bianca Peel (Swinburne Student Life); Suzi Hayes (Knox City Council); Johnny Tran 
(VicPol); Sarah Cleveland (Swinburne University); Fadak Alfayadh (ECLC) and Saarah 
Ozeer (Bounce). 
 
We thank Bwe Thay for convening the working group, Rayce Coyte and Suzie Hayes for 
undertaking jointly the role of MC. We also thank Bianca Peel for her organisation skills on 
the day as well as all the volunteers. 
 

  
“My Choice My Life event” Trades Tour - Swinburne 

“My Choice My Life event” - students and participants 
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5. “Together in Harmony” 

This event was held to celebrate 
Harmony Week, on 2nd March 2018. 
The partnership was a new 
collaborative initiative between the 
team at Mullum Mullum Indigenous 
Gathering Place (MMIGP) in East 
Ringwood and CCOEI. 
 
The event celebrated Australia’s 
diversity and was a day of cultural 
respect. From Indigenous people and 
their leaders to newly arrived migrants 
and refugees, the event sought to hear 
from both Indigenous leaders as well 
as refugees from Myanmar and Iraq.  
 
The day began with an 
Acknowledgement of Country by Aunty 
Daphne Milward. The refugee group 
and audience were also honoured with 
a traditional Indigenous Smoking 
Ceremony.  
 
The refugee group demonstrated the 
distinctive cultural feature of face 
painting with Thanaka (a yellowish 
paste made from the bark of a tree). 
Many guests and participants had their 
faces painted with the Thanaka.  
 
Two choirs sang songs from their culture (the Mullum Mullum choir and the Karen ethnic 
group choir). The singing ended with a heartfelt rendition of We are Australian with the 
audience joining in to “lift the roof” with the sincerity and emotion of the beautiful words.  
 
The day went a long way to breaking down barriers, connecting newly arrived communities 
with Indigenous communities and turning strangers into friends.  Later this event was 
entered into the HART Awards and we are honoured and proud to have been shortlisted.   
 
Our sincere thanks go to Working Group members: Chris and Heather Cosgriff, (hotos by 
Heather Cosgriff). In addition, Gitta Clayton (CHBC), Jasmina Mulugeta (Foundation House) 
and Cynthia Shaw (CCOEI). We also thank the following helpers on the day: Dilnaz 
Billimoria and Cindy Kung (with volunteers from LMCC) and most importantly the Mullum 
Mullum Team for their assistance.  
 
The event was heralded as a great success by participants and guests alike with many 
requesting this to be a future annual event. 
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Krishani Dassanayake – with 

Thanaka face painting 

Members of the Karen Choir at the “Together in Harmony” event March 2018 

Jasmina Mulugeta and Gitta Clayton 

(Right) with Thanaka face painting 
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MSC meeting highlights 2017-2018 
 

August 2017  

Refugee Legal (formerly Refugee and Immigration Legal Centre): An overview 

of goals and challenges  

Guest Speaker:  Mr David Manne, Executive Director Refugee Legal with Kate 

Bones, Solicitor. 

September 2017 

Multicultural bus tours: Inter-ethnic contact in Shepparton.  

o Dr Helen Forbes-Mewett, Senior Lecturer and Researcher, Monash University;  

o Rebecca Wickes, Associate Professor, Monash University. 

October 2017 

30th Birthday Celebration 2017. The event was held at the Willis Room (Whitehorse).  

The Iranian culture, challenges faced in settlement, their needs and success stories. 

 

Keynote Speaker:  

o Mr Bahram Monshat delivered a presentation on the Iranian community in Victoria on 

behalf of the Australian-Iranian Society of Victoria. This event sought to promote the 

ancient culture of this community. 

  

 

 

30th Birthday Celebration: 

Music by: Mr Shahriar Shams, 

Persian Classical Musician. 
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November 2017  

Refugee Council of Australia (RCOA) Annual Services Consultation.  

Presenter/Facilitator  

 

Mr Asher Hirsch, Senior Policy Officer, RCOA.  Every year, the Refugee Council 

of Australia (RCOA) consults with communities and individuals across Australia on 

refugee and asylum policies. Consultation covers those who are in need of 

protection, as well as those who work with vulnerable communities. In the Eastern 

region Melbourne, the Migrant Settlement Committee has hosted these annual 

sessions each year for the past 5 years. 

February 2018   

Settlement services and programs, Humanitarian Settlement Program (HSP), and 

settlement in the Eastern Metropolitan Region. Speakers: Mr Poly Kiyaga, Regional 

Operations Manager, AMES and Ms Judy McDougall, Senior Project Officer, Migrant 

Information Centre.  

 

March 2018 

“Together in Harmony” a celebration held at Mullum Mullum Indigenous 

Gathering Place (MMIGP).   

 

Acknowledgement of Country by Aunty Daphne Milward followed by an Indigenous 

Smoking Ceremony and a Karen community Friendship Ceremony. Choirs from 

MMIGP and the Burmese community included stories of refugees and their journey to 

Australia. The event showcased the strength of local Aboriginal and newly arrived 

migrant communities creating a sense of togetherness demonstrating their strengths 

in diversity.  

 

Steering Committee: Chris and Heather Cosgriff (MMIGP); Cynthia Shaw (CCOEI); 

Gitta Clayton (CHBC) and Jasmina Mulugeta (Foundation House). 

 

April 2018 

VMC Regional Advisory Councils (RACs), an overview of successes and 

milestones achieved, and how the MSC can contribute to future outcomes. Speakers:  

o Sonia Vignjevic (VMC Commissioner) 

o Bwe Thay (RAC Member)  

o James Thangman (RAC Member) 

May 2018 

The NDIS and CALD communities – access and participation in the EMR.   

Panel of speakers:  

o Chris Cahill, NDIA, Assistant Director Community Engagement, Vic East  

o Sharna Goulding, NDIA, Vic East  

o Megan Kearney, NDIS, Manager East Division Transition Team, DHHS  

o Eli Niall, NDIS, Senior Project Officer, Communication and Stakeholder 

Engagement, Transition Team East Division, DHHS 

o Emily Ma, Chinese Parents Special Support Network (CPSSN), Chairperson  

o Yolanda Li, Action on Disability in Ethnic Communities. (ADEC) 
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o Sophie Dutertre, Centre for Culture, Ethnicity and Health (CEH), Senior 

Project Officer  

o Olivia Killeen, Ethnic Communities Council of Victoria (ECCV), NDIS Project 

Officer. 

June 2018 

Adult education and training: progressing social and economic inclusion 

o Barbara Reeckman, Melbourne Polytechnic, Pathways Guidance 

Coordinator, AMEP - progressing social and economic inclusion through adult 

education and training – Adult Migrant English Program (AMEP), Skills for 

Education and Employment (SEE), Victoria Skills First; pre-accredited to 

accredited training. 

o Sally Brennan, Senior Project Manager, Learn Local Partnerships at 

Swinburne – SwinLocal: TAFE and Learn Locals working together 

 

 

 

 

  

Left: Karen Choir 

with members of the 

Mullum Mullum 

band 

Right: Foundation 
House table at the  
My Life – My Choice 

Youth Forum 2017 
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List of organisations represented at MSC meetings 2017 – 2018  
 
Action on Disability within Ethnic Communities (ADEC) 
AMES Australia, Education and Employment 
AMES Australia, Humanitarian Settlement Services  
Anchor Inc.  
Australian Taxation Office – Community Education and Assistance 
BOUNCE 
Box Hill Institute of TAFE 
Centre for Culture, Ethnicity and Health 
Centre for Multicultural Youth (CMY) 
Chinese Community Social Services 
Chinese Parents Special Support Network (CPSSN) 
City of Boroondara 
City of Knox  
City of Manningham 
City of Maroondah 
City of Whitehorse 
City of Yarra Ranges  
Community members and volunteers  
Croydon Hills Baptist Church  
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) 
Department of Immigration and Border Protection 
Department of Education and Training Victoria 
Department of Human Services – Centrelink (Eastern Region) 
Department of Justice – Sheriff’s Office Box Hill and Ringwood 
Department of Social Services 
Eastern Community Legal Centre  
Eastern Centre Against Sexual Assault (ECASA) 
Eastern Health 
Eastern Melbourne Primary Health Network 
Ethnic Communities Council of Victoria (ECCV) 
Enjoy Church, Mulgrave 
Hakha Chin Community - Volunteer 
Holmesglen TAFE Chadstone, Moorabbin 
IMVC, National Disability Coordination Officer 
KARA House 
Latrobe Community Health Services  
LINKS Croydon Hills Baptist Church (CHBC) 
Link Health and Community 
Louise Multicultural Community Centre 
Melbourne Fire Brigade 
Melbourne Polytechnic, AMEP 
Melbourne Polytechnic, Volunteer Tutor Program 
Migrant Information Centre (Eastern Melbourne)  
Monash University 
Myanmar Organisation 
My Health Record 
National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) 
Neami National 
Neighbourhood Watch Victoria 
Nieuw Holland Dutch Elderly   
Red Cross – Stakeholder Engagement 
Refugee Council of Australia 
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Refugee Legal (formerly the Refugee and Immigration Legal Centre) 
Swinburne University of Technology 
The Hope Project  
Uniting Life Assist 
Victoria Legal Aid 
Victoria Police, Multicultural Police Unit (Eastern Region) 
Victorian Multicultural Commission, Eastern Metropolitan Region (RAC)   
Victorian Foundation for the Survivors of Torture and Trauma (Foundation House)  
Whitehorse and Manningham Interfaith Networks 
Whitehorse Manningham Libraries 
Women’s Friendship Group Inc. 
Women’s Health East 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Above: CCOEI 30
th

 Birthday Celebration 2017 

Left: “Awareness First” forum 

participants 11 August 2017 
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About CCOEI 

The Communities Council on Ethnic Issues (Eastern Region) Inc. is a not-for-profit, non-

political and non-religious organisation.  It adheres to the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights and represents the multicultural interests of diverse people. 

The work of the Communities’ Council on Ethnic Issues is generally undertaken through the 

Migrant Settlement Committee (the Standing Committee of the CCOEI).  

  

MSC Core objectives 

 To provide a forum in which workers from local settlement service agencies (and 

related agencies) can discuss settlement service issues 

 To encourage settlement service agencies to work collaboratively by proposing 

strategies, and to plan for effective service improvements  

 

Key role of the MSC 

To assist service providers to achieve better outcomes for migrants and refugees during 

their initial and long-term settlement as well as addressing issues and gaps in services. 

 

 

 

 

The end 

 

 

 

 

 

 


